
Dear partners and friends, 

summer has finally arrived in Berlin. With raising temperatures and decreasing corona cases we 
are enjoying our work even more than usual and hope that the current situation is more than “just 
a break” from the pandemic. In that spirit we were planning our activities for the rest of the year 
during our internal monitoring meeting. We have several interesting events coming up.  We will 
deliver workshops for the OSCE Academy in Bishkek, continue with our activities in Chile, Ukraine, 
Jordan and Egypt, start in new project in Moldova and we will work on improving the transatlantic 
relationships, just to mention a few.  

We are extremely happy about the massive response-rate of Berlin schools regarding our 
smartphone-based simulation game “Wer regiert Deutschland 2021”  - we enable young voters to 
better understand coalition building processes in Germany. Furthermore, during the past months 
we have significantly expanded our online offers, you can find a comprehensive overview in our new 
online brochure – we hope to see you in one of our upcoming courses in 2021. 

We wish you all a relaxed summer together with your families and friends. If you like, please drop us 
a line and tell us how you are. We are always happy to hear from you. When you find any inspiration 
for collaboration in this newsletter, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Best regards and stay well
The CRISP-Team

TOP NEWS

CRISP Online Trainings – New Courses Available!
We are glad to inform that we have significantly expanded our online offers portfolio in 2021 and are 
ready to welcome you in the courses’ sessions.
Read More →

INTERNATIONAL

Kick-off Meeting of the YouPi Project
Our new project YouPi – Promoting Youth Participation in Moldova has started and we are off to an intense 
work on it till the end of the year!
Read More →

CRISP is entering a new reality
We have upgraded our equipment and will soon branch out into the world of virtual reality.  Virtual and 
augmented reality has come a long way in recent years when it comes to technology and accessibility. We 
think it has finally reached a level...
Read More →

Simulation on the South China Sea at the Diplomatic Academy 
in Vietnam
Marking the third year of our cooperation with Konrad Adenauer Foundation and the Diplomatic Academy 
of Vietnam (DAV), we developed and implemented a simulation game on the South China Sea in April.
Read More →

CRISP develops a plan to enhance youth employability in the 
MENA region using simulation games.
CRISP approaches the issue of unemployment through adaptable simulation game design that can 
be personalized to a specific target group’s needs.
Read More →

Kick-off Meetings of the Project Supporting a New Constitution 
in Chile
On May 14th and 28th CRISP successfully hosted two official Kick-Off meetings of the project “Voces 
jóvenes participan en el proceso constituyente”, which aims to empower marginalized youth in Chile 
to actively participate in the Constitutional...
Read More →

New Project “TAYA” will train European Youth Workers in anti-
discrimination-education
TAYA -Training Active Youth Workers in Anti-Discrimination-Education aims at enabling European 
youth workers to address topics related to discrimination and racism among their target groups and 
qualifying them to carry out educational activities that...
Read More →

Supporting a New Constitution in Chile
CRISP celebrates a historic watershed in Chile by empowering youth through the Constituent 
Convention and beyond.
Read More →

Simulation Game on civic activity in school life
Team of the project “SIMschool - Teaching Human Rights with Simulation Games” (CRISP, EdCamp) 
created a new simulation game “School rules”.
Read More →

Simulation Game on educational and environmental issues
CRISP with EdCamp present new simulation game Bezvodiv (Nowaterburg) that deals with 
educational and environmental issues, as well as develop active citizenship among youth.
Read More →

Y-LEAD has successfully promoted Local Council Elections in Egypt
During 2019 and 2020 almost all activities of our project Y-LEAD with its multi-pronged approach 
were implemented successfully, despite the COVID-19-Pandemic. In 23 governorates in Egypt we 
raised the awareness about Local Councils in Egypt among...
Read More →

GERMANY

Neues Planspiel „Wer regiert Neuland 2021?“ im Einsatz
2021 ist ein Superwahljahr! In Kooperation mit der Berliner Landeszentrale für politische Bildung und 
dem Institut für Parlamentarismusforschung (IPARL) haben wir über die letzten Monate ein Planspiel 
spiel rund um das Thema Koalitionsverhandlungen...
Read More →

Interactive Ecological Education with K2Games
Games are a perfect tool to explain complex topics, such as sustainability, environment, and health 
in a playful and engaging manner. K2Games project combined fun and education to raise awareness 
of ecological issues.
Read More →

INTERNAL

Internal Monitoring 2021
Nearly half of 2021 has already passed, as well as several months after our annual Strategy Meeting – 
high time to check up where we are with our plans and ambitions.
Read More →

CRISP Online Trainings – New Courses Available!
We are glad to inform that we have significantly expanded our online offers portfolio in 2021 and are 
ready to welcome you in the courses’ sessions.
Read More →

CRISP Annual Report of 2020
What a year. 2020 was challenging and in many ways extraordinary. We had to pause, to re-program, 
to adapt to the virtual space and to relaunch our activities. We sincerely hope you and your family 
and friends are fine.
Read More →

If you want to receive more information about our activities and stay up to date about our different projects, you might 
consider following us on one of our social media channels.
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